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Declaration of {name}: Nanc.,f A-S, M1'.l::h 
1. I am (age): ~1. years old and I am the (check one): D Petitioner D Respondent 

igj Other (relationship to the people in this case): C:, \Q,Se_. fr1£..,(\r\ 
----_2_.. _ I de.e~r~=- _ . _ _ _ ___ _ _ . _ 
I would like to respond to paragraph jj). I have never had a conversation 

with Miss Wood regarding Lenard "Not being a family guy, being 

sexually inappropriate, neglecting his dogs or not sharing well." 

From what I have witnessed Leonard has a wonderful relationship with 

his mother, sisters and his two daughters. 

I hav·e never known Lenard to be sexually inappropriate. I have never 

seen him act or speak inappropriately. 

As far as his dogs go, I have never witnessed any neglect. We have him 

take care of our pet when we go on vacation: 

I have never had an issue with him sharing. 

I have known Lenard Feulner since 1978 and he has been a dear friend 

of my family ever since then and will remain so. 
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(Number any pages you attach to this Declaration. Page limits may apply.) 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of Washington that the facts I have 
provided on this form (and any attachments) are true. DI have attached (number):_ pages. 

Signed at (city and state): K, n q ~·to(\ / I A) I\ _ Date: 19' /{A lo/ d O c9-,3 

► 1)~ )oll\,1,t:1,,, /VaolJ <;;M;f:V) 
Sign here Print name I 

Warning! Documents filed with the court are available for anyone to see unless they are sealed. Financial, 
medical, and confidential reports, as described in General Rule 22, must be sealed so they can only be seen by 
the court, the other party, and the lawyers in your case. Seal those documents by filing them separately, using a 
Sealed cover sheet (form FL All Family 011, 012, or 013). You may ask for an order to seal other documents 
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